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Jared Cook has no real NFL blueprint to follow.

That suits his game fine, since the Titans' rookie tight end could spend just as
many plays lined up at wide receiver. He is a hybrid, capable of exploiting
linebackers and safeties, embarrassing cornerbacks and defensive coordinators.

"I don't really know if there's anybody like him," Titans offensive coordinator
Mike Heimerdinger said.

Regular-season games, however, will place hard numbers on whether his unique
skills translate into catches and touchdowns.

Quite a few tight ends run great routes and catch a lot of passes. Several can
line up in the slot and take advantage of mismatches. Even fewer line up wide.

With his fluid movements, huge hands, sub-4.5 speed and ability to body
defenders and separate, Cook showed during preseason the makings of a special
player. His only clear weakness is blocking, but he's only played tight end
full-time for less than three years.

"The best part about a guy is when you can see the potential and you know he
hasn't even gotten close to reaching his upside," veteran tight end Alge
Crumpler said.

Cook could help the offense stretch the field, opening opportunities for other
players underneath, but he wants to make plays anywhere quarterback Kerry
Collins can get him the ball.

"I want to be versatile in all my aspects of playing because I think that makes
me a bigger threat," he said. "I want to be an all-around tight end, an
all-around blocker, pass catcher. Line me up wide."

Incredible potential

When you visualize Cook, think of Lions receiver Calvin Johnson, but bigger at
246 pounds.
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"In college, his height, weight and speed was just like (Johnson)," said Steve
Spurrier, Cook's coach at South Carolina.

Think of Tony Gonzalez, the All-Pro tight end, but when he was younger and
faster.

Think of Antonio Gates with longer reach at 6-foot-5 and a 35¾-inch wingspan
that rivals a Kansas scarecrow. Or Vernon Davis, and replace the attitude.

Incredible comparisons for a player drafted in the third round, 89th overall,
but Cook has wowed his teammates thus far.

"I don't know one linebacker (in the NFL) that can cover him," cornerback Nick
Harper said, "let alone one that can run with him."

The coaching staff is tempering its enthusiasm, yet around Baptist Sports Park
there's the same excitement that was attached to Chris Johnson last year, when
the Titans thought they got a steal and watched him have a Pro Bowl season.

The Titans traded up in the third round to grab Cook, who led the team in
catches (17) and receiving yards (159) in the preseason, albeit playing mostly
against reserves.

"They're really not featuring him like they should - that's a good thing. Keep
it under wraps," Harper said. "But he's definitely going down that path."

This is second time in six years the Titans drafted a tight end they thought had
reinventing-the-position potential. Ben Troupe, a second-round pick in 2004,
lasted four underwhelming seasons.

Cole Proctor, a college scout for the Titans, expects Cook to be different.

"Jared is faster," said Proctor, who scouted both players. "Coming out of
college, he probably had more consistent hands than Ben. Athletically, they're
very, very close.

"We knew Ben wasn't a great blocker. He was a lean guy, but still, I think we
thought he could do a better job at it than he ended up doing."

Good instincts

Cook was the third tight end drafted this year. At South Carolina last season he
caught 37 passes for 573 yards and three touchdowns. Those numbers, coupled with
his blocking, reduced his stock.

The spread offense distributed opportunities and Gamecock quarterbacks were also
sacked 29 times in 13 games.

"We didn't get off as many balls as we wanted," Spurrier said.

With the Titans, Cook's skills complement more conventional tight ends Bo Scaife
and Crumpler, so Heimerdinger can deploy Cook in less conventional ways.

Tight ends coach John Zernhelt said Cook has a good understanding of the offense
and is a quick learner - he must know what receivers, tight ends and sometimes
the H-back are doing.
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Cook also has improved at running routes and making the easy catches - something
he struggled with at South Carolina.

"He has an unbelievable feel for the game at such a young age," said former
Titans tight end Frank Wycheck, the franchise's third-leading receiver all-time.
"The little things about playing the receiver and tight end position, the way he
leans on guys to get himself open, the understanding of space, how to get
himself open. It takes two to four years for some guys to figure it out."

Had Cook been a better blocker he would have been a first-round pick, Proctor
said.

"Looking back," he said, "it was a steal."

More to learn

Cook missed the last preseason game and the regular-season opener with a foot
injury, but should play Sunday against the Texans.

Cook is still raw, still learning. For now it's give him a route and tell him to
go get the football. Just make a play.

"When he gets to the point when pretty much all of his routes become option
routes, it just becomes pitch and catch with the quarterback," said Crumpler,
who enjoyed such a groove during his seven years with the Falcons. "He's
definitely capable of that."

So what is Cook's best position?

He's a tight end, Wycheck said, but is talented enough to start at wide
receiver.

"I'm not sure where ultimately his best position is," Spurrier said. "It could
be wideout."

It might be both.

Reach Gary Estwick at 615-259-8024 or gestwick@tennessean.com
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